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Conversation 2: Movies/Netflix  
 
Sample Questions  
If your child is interested in movies/shows, some possible questions could 
be:  
 

Q1) Where/how do you watch shows?  

Q2) What shows? Genres?  

Q3) What is it about this genre that you like so much?  

Q4) How does TV help you connect with others?  

Q5) How does TV interact with your beliefs in God?  

 

Sample Responses (from real youth)  

A1) “I watch netflix most of the time. In the living room. 50/50 with my 
parents/by myself.” 

A2) “I really like shows that have a sense of humor. Have jokes in them. 
Make me laugh”  

A3) “I watch TV to increase the amount of happiness in my life. I don’t want 

to watch people be sad. I like to laugh.”  

A4) “It doesn’t very much. If we do happen to watch the same show, we 

can talk about it. It helps me to get to know their personality more.”  

A5) “It’s like two separate worlds. They never really interact. But if a TV 
show portrays God differently than what I believe, I won’t change my beliefs 
because of it.”  
 
Key Insights Gained  
 
1) TV acts like this ‘constant companion’ for many people/youth today. It 
seems that not much thought has gone into this content.  
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2) TV is responded to as “not interacting with this youth’s beliefs.”  
 
 
Follow Up Conversations  
Have a conversation about how TV interacts with beliefs. Research and 
watch shoes together that engage the mind of the youth. That even 
challenges his/her faith! TV can be a great conversation starter, or ender, 
depending on how its used in the home.  
*Interesting note. TV was the ‘least talked about’ topic so far. Leading me 
to ask, ‘Is TV even relevant as a big issue to youth today?’  
 


